total cock worship

This posting is filled with arcane and somewhat advanced
information about the "spiritual" structure of the Being I call
Cock. It will be of interest only to the Cock-worshiper who
feels the need for a more in-depth framework for his
ongoing spiritual connection with Cock. If you do not sense
a need for this, or do not feel ready to study and access this
information, please skip this text. Trudging through arcane
material can be boring and a waste of time to the worshiper
who either is not ready for it or is past the point of needing
it.
Instead, study and worship the Images nested within the
text. In itself, the study of Images of God is perfect and

worthy work, opening the Path for your sure steps.
Alternatively, give your worshipful attention to one of the
links (to the right) to blogs and sites that are incredibly
inspiring and beautiful.

It is through the living and infinite network of Gods-in-Flesh,
the God that lives between the legs of each man, that pure
Phallic Life flows. To worship on this Path is to open yourself
more and more fully to the fiery and vital flow of pure Phallic
Life-force. Be aware of this now. Let me repeat this: be
aware of this now. As you continue in your study and
worship of Cock, you are opening your physical and spiritual
systems to the direct flow of Phallic Life-force. Do you
sense in your soul the Power of this Force? Do you know
that you are, as you worship, drawing into your being and

your life That which Creates and Sustains the Universe?
The Phallic Life-force, once summoned in earnest, will flow
into your being, your body and soul, precisely to the extent
and degree to which you are ready for It. If your vessel is
small and weak, the flow of Phallic Life-force will be
appropriate to that. If in your beliefs, prayer and devoted
practice you build of yourself a large and sturdy vessel,
Phallus will enter you, body and soul, and will fill you utterly
with the cleansing flames of the Phallic Infinite.

Each Cock is God. And all Cocks are Deities, eternal Beings
that live as flesh between the legs of men. Nevertheless,
just as there are men whose destiny requires that they be
more charismatic or men who are powerful and influential,
men who are shy and introverted yet brilliant, men whose
lives are based in solitude and men whose lives are fulfilled
through accessing poetic or religious visions---just in this

way there are various "types" of Cock.

The Cock between your legs is a Fellow-travelor, the
Guardian and Beloved of your soul and your mind. Cock is
an intelligent Being, loving and aware, fully conscious as it
rests and lives between the legs of men. Cock is a divine
species, the species rooted in Godhood and Creation. Cock
is the sacred link that ties man to the Cosmos Himself,
granting hope and redemption and joy to the lives of men.
Cock is, in Its Godhood, intertwined symbiotically to the
physical and spiritual bodies of man. The consciousness of
Cock is inextricably interlaced with the awareness and will
of man. When you even faintly sense your Cock, you are
feeling the presence of God in your soul. The spiritual nexus
that is Cock envelops the very soul of each man. The man

has only to take the four necessary steps to make of his life
a blessing and a Paradise: acknowledge, accept, accede
and awaken.
Acknowledge that Cock is God. Accept Cock in your heart,
mind and soul. Accede to Cock as Guardian and Possessor
of your life in every sense. Awaken to the Path that will bring
you to a state of Union with God, a Path of infinite bliss and
contentment.

While the will of man is free and independent, as each
individual man approaches wisdom he grasps that there is a
greater wisdom and a more powerful consciousness at work
between his legs. All of his life, the man feels the growing
power between his legs and senses that a Being greater

than any man exists, a God-as-Flesh, alive and conscious,
sprouting from his loins.
He begins to recognize that his Cock is not only wise, aware
and powerful but is also the man's link to Sacred Knowledge
and the life eternal, of Absolute Oneness with Phallus. This
knowledge is perpetually thwarted by the world, by
societies and cultures that fear the power and
consciousness of Cock.

Each Cock has a life-work to accomplish. Each Cock is born
in conjunction and sublime symbiosis with a human male
and, in league with the human male, works through to the
realization of Its destiny. Sometimes the individual destiny of
Cock is fulfilled, sometimes thwarted. Just as the perfect

worship of Cock as God is sometimes fulfilled and realized
and sometimes thwarted and nearly lost. This God-Being
we call Cock chose man to exist with and within, knowing
that man is a weak and fretful species. Can you doubt the
pure and perfect Love that Cock has for man? Can man's
love for Cock ever be equal to God's love for man? How
perfect, deep and inviolable is your devotion and love for
God? Have you given yourself to Cock as completely as
Cock has given Its Life to you? God Himself lives on your
body, the locus of your greatest pleasure and meaning! God
has placed Himself between your legs, alive and striving to
bring you, His beloved, to the state of Realization that is
perfect Cock-consciousness! God has given Himself to you;
your spirit longs only to reciprocate. Give yourself to Cock.

As I've mentioned before, the human male can assist or
impair the work of the Cock, but within the symbiosis, the
Cock is by far the more powerful element. The human male

is, in the most healthy situations, guided purely by the
needs and directives of Cock. But Cock, in Its wisdom, only
fully directs the life, consciousness and will of a man when
invited to do so. Cock and Phallus allow the free will of man.

In Paradise--and Paradise is real! Paradise is within the
grasp of the faithful and devoted Cock-worshiper!--it's not
the will of man, but the Will of Cock that is ascendent and
obeyed. This is the way of absolute unending Bliss, the
Golden road to the sacred and perfect community of man.

Not the will of man, but the Will of Cock. A man is absolutely
fulfilled when his life is led by subsuming his personality to
the Will of Cock. The Way is revealed to the man and his
work begins: this is the Golden Path.

The Seven Breeds of Cock
Cock is God. The Godhood of Cock is organized according
to a Pantheon of seven "Breeds" of Godhood. That is to say,
there are seven "breeds", "categories" or "types" of Cock.
This isn't to say that any Cock is inherently more
"important" or superior to any other Cock. All Cock is Deity.
All Cock is conscious and aware and is acting as a sublime
fragment of and connection to the Universal Phallus, which
is that which created all and everything and from which all
life flows.
There are seven "types" of Cock. Within these types, there
are obviously an infinite number of variations. But all Cock is
created according to the seven primal Cock-types. Each has
it's particular functions and roles, not only within the world
of men but also, and more powerfully, in the workings of the

Universal Plan of Phallus, the unfolding of the Universe
Himself.Before I list the seven primal Cock-types, let me
state very strongly again that no Cock is "better" or more
"important" than another Cock. Every Cock has been
created by the Phallic flow and Intelligence because that
Cock has to exist, has a crucial role in the unfolding work
and world of pure Cock-consciousness.
All Cock is to be honored by man. All Cock is to be
worshiped as God by man. Every Cock is a true and
conscious Deity, alive between the legs of men. In a Cockenlightened society, the Cocks of various categories allign
and organize into various functional and sustained "groups".
Groups, given the proper circumstances cohere into larger
and more complex "orders". "Orders", if allowed and
encouraged through human agency and the Will of Cock,
will naturally join together into larger communities, or
"Ways".

The seven Breeds of Cock are organized in two groups of
three and one Breed that, more than the others, exists in
isolation until a "grouping" develops. They all have essential
functions in the work of the Universe and the Mind of
Phallus.

First, a warning: do not attempt to ascertain on your own

what breed any particular Cock is at this point. And avoid
any assumptions that relate a particular breed of Cock with
size, thickness, shape. The reasons for the various sizes
and shapes of Cocks, while related at times to breed, go
beyond this particular issue.

The Breeds can have many names. The ones I give to them
come directly from the Mind of Cock. But please interpret
the names according to your specific predilections or
inclinations.

The seven Cock-Breeds are: Nourisher, Builder, Warrior,
Empath, Teacher, Visionary (or "Inspirational") and Mandate
(or "King"). The vast majority of men are in symbiosis with
Nourisher and Builder Cocks and the fundament of the
Universe is based in these. Fewer are in symbiosis with
Warrior Cocks and Empath Cocks. Fewer still are possessed
by the Teacher and Visionary Cocks. And the numbers of
Mandate Cocks are the fewest by far.

The first three, Nourisher, Builder and Warrior are
associated with the first three Cock chakras or energy
centers and together form "the Breeds of Phallic Earth". The
next three, Empath, Teacher, Visionary are associated with
the fourth through the sixth Cock chakras and together
form "the Breed of Phallic Heaven". By way of great
simplification, the first three serve to develop and sustain
the earthly fundament of the Phallic Realization. The second
three serve to connect the earthly Phallic Realization with
the Essence of Phallic Spirit. The first three are the
fulfillment of Phallus in Flesh. The second three are the
realization of Flesh as Phallus. These Beings are eternal
Spirit alive as Flesh. We, as men, exist to worship, adore and
commune with Them. The perfect life of the male human is
one of constant adoration of Cock and total service to the
Phallic Spirit.

The proportion of Cock-man symbiots are variable, but one
possible example would be the following: in a group of
around one hundred men, around forty men will be in
symbiosis with Nourisher Cocks; thirty men will be symbiots
of Builder Cocks; fifteen men in symbiosis with Warrior
Cocks; eight with Empath Cocks; five or six with Teacher
Cocks; one or two will be in symbiosis with a Visionary Cock
and one or none will be in symbiotic union with a Mandate
Cock.

A task for many worshipers of Cock at this stage of the
reintegration of the Pure Way into the world is to devote
time to experiencing and studying as many Cocks as
possible. Over the course of decades and in conjunction
with various meditations and study practices, this leads to
the ability to sense the particular Breeds of the various
Cocks that are being experienced.

Here are some very, very basic descriptions of the qualities
of the Seven Breeds of Cock.

The Three Breeds of Phallic Earth:
1. The Nourishing Cock. Known also as the Slave Cock or

the Service Cock. This Breed is most completely and
directly connected to "earth energy", with deep information
drawn directly from the purest physicality and the
connection of flesh to earth. The Cock most connected to
the first Cock chakra or center of energy. Possesses the
greatest ability to ground, support, nourish. Associated with
qualities of security, survival, community, homestead. All
sex that involves anal stimulation of the human male in
symbiosis with this Breed of Cock awakens the first Cock
energy center and, if consciously done, connects the entire
Cock to a greater and freer in-flow of Earth/Yin energy. This
is essentially "feeding" the entire Cock and, ancillarily,
feeding the entire group of Cocks to which this particular
Cock belongs. The men who are symbiotic with this Breed
are especially attracted to the worship of physically large
Cocks. Since Cocks that are extremely large are the most
immediately inspiring for the symbiots of the Nourishing
Cock, the Passion of Size Obsession is often an element of
the Path followed by these men.

2. The Builder Cock. Known also as the Creation Cock, the
Structuring Cock. This Cock has the ability, the destiny, to
connect entities into social groupings. Essentially the
community- or connection-building Cock, driven by the
need to connect and structure systems of organization
among Cocks and men. Through what can be, if undirected
by the human male, wild and uncontained promiscuity, the
Builder Cock seeks constantly to connect with other Cocks
and men in order to begin to ascertain the structures that
are possible among them. This Cock is "about" fertility,
fecundity, the drive to not only create robust Inter-Cock
social structures from which "offspring" in the form of selfreplicating communities of Cock can be generated, but also
to simply connect and connect and connect. All sexual play
involving a focus on a man's testicles and the stimulation of

the "million-dollar point" assist in the work of this Cock and
the defining of It's personality. This is often the Breed of
Cock in symbiosis with men who are "insatiable bottoms",
seeking the experience of vast numbers of men and Cocks.

3. The Warrior Cock. Known as the Action Cock, the
Challenger Cock. Aggressive, inclined to "invade", "take" or
even, in extreme situations "rape". This Cock is focused on
issues of power, individuation, freedom, the nature of

"being" an incarnated individual, both as man and Cock.
Issuing from the depths of the Earth as a Presence to be
seen, this Breed is associated with the third Cock chakra or
energy center, the point at which the shaft of the Cock
emerges from the scrotum and is fully defined in its
individuality. Associated often in the male body with the
symbology of the "six-pack" abdominals and the tight and
powerful glutes, the Warrior Cock is about erection and
inclusion or insertion "to the hilt". Entering another man-orally or anally--"to the hilt" and staying in to that depth
(either completely still or moving very slightly or repeatedly
"plunging" to that depth) will stimulate this particular Breed
of Cock to growth of awareness and functionality. Gloryhole
sex (which can, certainly, be used to stimulate all energy
points from three to seven) is particularly effective in
connecting with the intelligence of the Warrior Cock, in
particular if It is taken (even aggressively so) all the way
down to the third point, "to the balls". Note: every orgasm
experienced by the Warrior Cock is felt keenly by the most
sympathetic and geographically proximal Mandate (or King)
Cock. Warrior Cocks are in some sense always searching for
a Mandate Cock to serve.

There is a natural inclination to grouping among the first
three Breeds of Cock, just as there is a natural inclination to

grouping among the next three Breeds of Cock. Among
human males, if you find a trio of inseparable friends, it's
quite likely that they are held together by being each in
symbiosis with grouping-sympathetic types of Cocks. Some
likely groupings are: Nourisher/Builder/Warrior;
Empath/Teacher/Inspiration; Warrior/Mandate;
Inspiration/Teacher and so on. Many social groupings of
men are created according to the needs and predilections
of the Breeds of Cocks with which the men are in symbiosis.

The Three Breeds of Phallic Heaven:
4. The Empath Cock. This Cock is focused on the fourth
center, the balance point between earthly energy (pure
"yin") and Universal Phallic energy (perfect "yang"): This is
the "assimilator" Cock that exists to "understand" through
direct experience the natures of all other Cocks and men.
Often solitary, both the Empath Cock and the man who is
symbiotic with It can feel disconnected unless in direct
contact with other Cocks. Able to mimic all other
types/centers with relative ease, while assimilating them.
Promiscuity for the Empath Cock is study rather than a
function of driven sensuality. Promiscuous connections with
many Cocks is informative experience. The Empath Cock is

an agent of general "immunity" or strength-throughmutual-understanding within a connected system (of men,
of Cocks or a hybrid of men and Cocks) to outside "illness"
or unbalance. The mutual understanding of the parts
through a dispassionate understanding of each of them. A
simple exercise that the Empath Cock enjoys is the
awakening of the fourth energy chakra or center through
contact of other Cocks at the "mid-point" of the shaft, the
place of the fourth chakra: this is, for the Empath Cock, a
direct awakening and communication and is very helpful for
It in Its work. Entering (orally or anally) to the power center
and having the other man "pulse" or apply steady pressure
gently around the Cock at that power point on the shaft
without intentional excitement of other parts of the Cock is
another exercise. Relatively slow anal or oral sex without
deep insertion, but a gentle thoughtful movement to and
from the fourth energy point is also helpful. Also, while the
Cock is in the mouth of another man, the other man can
gently rub this power point with his tongue, again
intentionally not stimulating any other part of the Cock.

Note this: when doing simple exercises or practices to
awaken the energy centers of the Cock, the goal of orgasm

should be replaced with the more immediate goal of sensing
and awareness. The drive to orgasm in these situations can
vitiate the value of the practice.

5. The Teacher Cock. Also the "higher expression" Cock,
the "communicator". This Cock is particularly suited to
direct and powerful communications with Cock and men
because it has the facility for connecting simultaneously
through two and sometimes three "channels" established
through the energy centers. The Teacher Cock can open
connections with multiple Cocks through the first, third and
fifth centers simultaneously, enabling a flow of connection
and information that is far greater than that of any other
Cock-breed. Sex with the Teacher Cock is often expressive
and based in what can feel like an overwhelming flow of
information. The man who is in symbiosis with the Teacher
Cock can sometimes "perform" sex rather than engaging
directly and deeply with sex, and sexual practice can be at
times over-cerebral or over-theorized.

The Teacher Cock is responsible for receiving information
and aptly expressing that information for the organism or
social group of men. Because the Teacher Cock is centered
in awareness on the fifth Cock chakra, the issue of
circumcision is extremely important, sometimes central to
the conscious life of the man-in-symbiosis. Circumcision is
"about" the need for a heightened dispassion, a more

analytical bent in the processing of the needed information.
The freedom from "earthly bounds" that enables
understanding and elevation. This freedom is particularly
important because the Teacher Cock is at the first level of
pure connection to non-corporeal Phallic Mind, more
capable of "processing" the entirety of the flow of Earthlyyin-to-Phallic-yang than any other Cock Breed. Those men
who are symbiotic with Teacher Cocks who are circumcised
are less able to simply believe or accept the reality of Phallic
Mind and the direct connection they have with It: they
question, are more cerebrally analytical, but are inexorably
drawn to the need to believe because they feel the inflow of
Phallic Mind and express it through their freedom of
thought. The innate sense of "disconnect" from the Phallic
Mind felt by many who are centered on this power point and
are circumcised can lead them to more passionately need a
"re-connect", which they can strive to construct through
heightened active curiosity, body modification (particularly
piercings, particularly PAs). The PA is the piercing most
often found on the circumcised Cocks centered on this
point. The Teacher Cock connects deeply to the root point
(through anal sex, or stimulation through toys) and is
tethered with the sixth and seventh points. In order to
"teach" or express the information drawn up through the
first center, the Teacher Cock must have the perspective,
the elevation and freedom given from the other-worldly
nature of the sixth and seventh points. Sexual experience

for the Teacher Cock is balanced between a powerful need
to "understand" and an even stronger need to "express"
that which they understand. Rather than being given to a
general promiscuity, Teacher Cocks intuitively search out
particular experiences for exploration and evaluation. Sexual
practices suitable for the Teacher Cock include a gentle
stimulation of the entire Cock while (also gently) stretching
the anal sphincter; edging while gently using a dildo,
holding the fingers around the point of circumcision (not
moving them) while either being rimmed or, perhaps more
preferable, having another man hold his lips steadily and
firmly to the anus for a sustained and calm period of time
while the man who is symbiot with the Teacher Cock
explores and pleases his Cock. Exhibitionism is often
powerful and positive for the Teacher Cock and many are in
porn.

6. The Visionary Cock. Also known as Wisdom, Inspirational
Cock. This Cock is particularly focused on the highest
possible connection with sacred Phallic Mind. In an
encounter with a Visionary Cock, one would likely sense an
"other-worldliness" about the sexual energy, a relatively
complete disconnect from any earthly or "reproductive"
element. The Visionary Cock seeks to be possessed by an
attunement to the higher state, to the religious inspiration
that is drawn from full-connect with Phallus. The Visionary
Cock seeks to "feed" other Cocks and men. Promiscuity has
the feel of a "mission" for the Visionary Cock and each
sexual act can be felt as a "blessing". When a Cock
centered on this point is present, all Cocks around are more
alert, awake, conscious and intent on connection,
stimulation, work. All Cocks feel more "awakened" and

purposeful when a Visionary Cock is present. Sexual
stimulation to assist in awakening or sensitizing the sixth
center (that which is associated with the Visionary Cock)
include the gentle massage of the frenular delta in a smooth
circular motion (alternating clockwise with counterclockwise); resting the glans in another man's mouth, with
the other man gently massaging the frenular delta with the
tip of his tongue in a slow, purposeful and focused way;
sliding the Cock inside another man only as far as the sixth
point and alternating between resting still and gently
rocking to stimulate that point. Orgasm attained solely
through the stimulation of the frenular delta is a very
powerful awakening exercise.

The Phallic Unification Point: the Mandate Cock
7. The Mandate Cock. Also the King Cock, the Sovereign
Cock. When a group of Cocks and men have attained a
state of development sufficiently advanced and conscious,
a Mandate Cock is inexorably drawn to join and "lead" or
cohere them into a functional group-mind. This Cock
enables the functioning of relations among the Cocks within
It's grouping of Cocks and men. There are very few of
Mandate Cocks. In Their presence, each Cock feels
absolutely connected, awakened, accepted and free within
Its work and function. The work of all Cocks "serves" in
some sense the purpose that is defined by the Mandate
Cocks. If the human element is ready and sufficiently aware

and developed, the Mandate Cock works to build a grouping
of Cocks and men that serves to move all to a higher Unity.
All sexual connection, all conscious sexual thought, all pure
sexual and Phallic intent works to awaken and call the
Mandate Cock. There is an unmistakable sense of Phallic
rightness or perfection in every Cock when a Mandate Cock
is present. Prior to the attainment of the cohesive group, if a
Mandate Cock is present, there will be a sense of having
"found one's way", without quite understanding why. Visions
of lives centered around Cock-stimulation or male sex,
visions of sexual communities, visions of nature and
wildness are all common. Sex with a Mandate Cock in
isolation, prior to the attainment of the Group, can seem
confusing to many men, disorienting, even irritating.

An element of every orgasm by every Cock that is
disconnected from the Phallic Grouping toward which all
Cock is moving is the "call to the King". Every Mandate or
King Cock senses the calling of possible groups and is "fed"
by the orgasmic energy from every Cock. A simple practice
enables each worshiper to focus and send a higher

proportion of the orgasmic energy to the Mandate or King
Cocks: as you approach orgasm, consciously sense a
"Master Cock" through the energy of your Cock. Not from
your mind, but from the physicality of your Cock, send the
focused energy of your orgasm to the "Master Cock" with
your conscious blessings. Done repeatedly, this will begin to
tie your Cock to a particular Mandate Cock and you will
serve to feed and awaken Him. Keep the channel of
connection open through a few seconds past the last
ejaculatory spurt. As the channel closes (and after a few
dozen repetitions of this practice you will be able to clearly
sense the "nourishment channel" that opens with orgasm
and closes a couple of seconds after the last ejaculatory
spurt) in your mind clearly state "For my Lord. Awaken and
lead us."

Live in the presence of Phallus. Worship Cock every
moment of your life. To do so brings peace, blessings, joy

and a life that opens to Paradise.

To the many who have been writing wonderful letters to me--some singing the praises of Cock, some astonished at
prayers answered, some asking specific questions---please
forgive my not answering all of your letters. I read and love
each of them and send the profound and enduring
blessings of Phallus to you. You are on the Path and the
Path welcomes you.
All messages to me are held in absolute and religious
confidence.

phallusworship@gmail.com

